Colours utilize the very latest 4-channel RGBW High Definition LEDs. Controlled via DMX-512 through the vessel’s on-board systems, or wirelessly via third party devices such as an iPad, iPhone or Android, Colours allows you to pre-program more than 40 static and dynamic colour scenes to set the mood, enhance an on-board event or strobe to attract fish.

XFM models, or Xchangeable Flush Mounts, are just that – they’re exchangeable without hauling should servicing ever be needed. Their exceptionally low profile head offers virtually unlimited hull mounting options. Can be retrofitted into most existing underwater lighting hole cut-outs.

Deutsch plug-and-play quick connectors make this light a quick fit. Maintenance is easy; just wipe away marine growth from its scratch resistant Tritonium™ glass lens.

With approval by ABS and RINA, the Pro Series HD is trusted by boat builders and owners worldwide.

- Xchangeable from Inside the Hull
- Virtually unlimited hull mounting options
- Aluminium Bronze AB2

**KEY FEATURES**

- Up To 7,000 Fixture Lumens
- 60° Top Beam
- 20° Side Beam
- Elliptical Beam

**COLOUR**

**PART#**

- Colours
- 001-500747
DMX COLOURS CONTROL
Colours utilize the very latest 4-channel RGBW (Red/Green/Blue/White) High Definition LEDs. Controlled via DMX-512 through the vessel’s on-board systems, or wirelessly via third party devices such as an iPad, iPhone or Android. Use with OceanDMX or with a suitable controller.

60/20° ELLIPTICAL BEAM ANGLE
A wide-angled, focused beam lights up a large area of the water.

XCHANGEABLE FLUSH MOUNT
Exchangeable without hauling should servicing or upgrading ever be needed. The exceptionally low profile head offers virtually unlimited hull mounting options, including retrofitting into most existing underwater lighting hole cut-outs.

RETROFITTING
Retrofit with XFM for benefits of no startup power surge, low heat, minimal maintenance, and improved light output compared to metal halide.

EASY TO CLEAN
Thanks to its Tritonium coating, a simple wipe of the lens removes any underwater growth, saving hours of scrubbing each time you use it.

PLUG AND PLAY
Deutsch plug-and-play quick connectors make this light a quick fit.

ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL
ATC prevents overheating. In the event of overheating the ATC system will reduce the LED power level in order to protect the LEDs, or in extreme cases, turn off the fixture completely.